Abstract-Superposition of radial basis functions centered at given prototype patterns constitutes one of the most suitable energy forms for gradient systems that perform nearest neighbor classification with real-valued static prototypes. It is shown in this paper that a continuous-time dynamical neural network model, employing a radial basis function and a sigmoid multilayer perceptron sub-networks, is capable of maximizing such an energy form locally, thus performing almost perfectly nearest neighbor classification, when initiated by a distorted pattern. The dynamical classification scheme implemented by the network eliminates all comparisons, which are the vital steps of the conventional nearest neighbor classification process. The performance of the proposed network model is demonstrated on image reconstruction applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nearest neighbor pattern classification is the problem of evaluating the association map f (z) = arg mnil d (z,y),
(1) yEAl defined on a pattern space P, where Al C P is a finite set of prototype patterns and d (, ) is a metric on P. A system that calculates (I) for given Al and z, called the Nearest Neighbor Classifier (NNC), is the focus of the design problem in this paper.
A straightforward way of evaluating exactly (1) for any given instance (z c P, Al C IP) requires computation of an array of m = IMI distances from z to each y E Al, then obtaining the index of the minimum element through comparisons, and finally extracting the pattem y* C Al associated with the resulting index. This three-stage procedure can be implemented easily on digital computers and it necessitates m evaluations of the metric d (, ) together with m 1 pairwise comparisons among the distance array. In addition to its high computational requirements, the method also requires the prototype patterns stored explicitly in the physical memory of the system to be extracted after the comparison phase. A particular case of the problem for P = {0, 1}n, named the nearest codeword problem, has been reported in [1] as NPcomplete. This result may be extended to an arbitrary P.
In the development years of neural network theory, a single layer of n discrete neurons within a feedback loop was facilitated to retrieve binary patterns from their distorted versions in [2] . This concept has triggered an enormous interest in analysis Jacek M. Zurada Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering University of Louisville Louisville, KY 40292, U.S.A. E-mail: j.zurada@ieee.org and design of finite-state recurrent neural networks, since these neurodynamical systems exploit the memory storage and recovery property, providing a motivation towards explaining the biological associative memory by collective operation of basic computational units. It is possibly for this reason that, artificial neural systems that demonstrate the pattern reconstruction property, even partially for some z c IP, have been accepted conceptually as associative memories in the related literature. However, there is still a significant gap from engineering viewpoint between NNC, i.e. the ideal associative memory, and the conventional neural associative systems, as detailed below. Based on this fact, we view the iterative map realized by a recurrent network model from its initial state vector to the steady state as an approximation of (1), setting formally the NNC as the objective in auto-associative memory design.
The way Hopfield Associative Memory (HAM) [2] operates has indeed three major advantages over the conventional implementation described above:
1) The computation of the associative map is left to the autonomous dynamics of the network, so no comparison is performed explicitly throughout the process. -2) The network structure is independent of the number m of prototypes to be stored.t 3) Convergence to a fixed point is guaranteed in at most n2 steps, when the network has symmetric weight parameters and is operated in asynchronous mode [3] .
On the other hand, HAM performs so poor by evaluating (1) that it hardy qualifies as a binary NNC. Most of the limitations of conventional HAM in approximating (1) apply in general for any recurrent network with a fixed structure independent of the cardinality of Al. They can be explained by an energy function approach to the network dynamics: A fixed network model may be associated only to a fixed form of energy function defined over its state space, which is minimized locally along trajectories generated by the network dynamics. In particular, as proven in [31, the energy function associated to the HAM model has a quadratic form, and hence the network is able to recall a point only if it is designated as a local minimum to this energy form by a design method. In other words, a given set Al of n-dimensional prototype vectors cannot be stored altogether as fixed points of HAM, unless there exists a pair (Q, c) such that the quadratic Q (x) = xTQx + cTx has a local minimum at each element of Al. Similar restrictions apply for energy forms associated with other recurrent models with a fixed structure. Therefore, no fixed network model is capable of handling all possible (unrestricted) prototype combinations Al C P in general.
In [4] , noise cancellation [5] . Their performance as finite-state automata has also been demonstrated in [6] . To our knowledge, this paper constitutes the first application of the RBF network structure in a feedback loop working as a nearest neighbor classifier.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The design constraints, energy function-based design procedure, and network model are derived in the following section. In Section III, we demonstrate performance of the resulting network as an NNC is demonstrated on binary and gray-scale image restoration applications. The concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY A. Design Problem and Constraints
The objective is to design a continuous-time autonomous neurodynamical system operating on the continuous state space IR' to evaluate (I) as a map from the initial state vector to the steady state response. This setting assumes initially P = R' with a metric induced by the Euclidean norm: d(u, v) = ||u v112.
We limit the search for the dynamical system within the gradient networks in order to utilize the one-to-one correspondence between the stable equilibria of a gradient network and the local extrema of its energy function. In fact, this allows to pose the design problem of the classifier solely in the function space: Assign each prototype to a local maximum of an energy form E( ) in a bijective way, rendering every p C Al a local maximum of E( ) without creating any extraneous one.
The design problem cast in this way reduces the feasible energy functions to the ones that assume multiple and easilyadjustable local maxima. The energy function must also allow the designer to tune the basins of attraction of such fixed points that they share the state-space of the system in the way the ideal classifier (1) quantizes P. Finally, the gradient of E( ) must be well defined and assume a valid neural implementation. Fortunately, these design constraints are not contradicting as they are satisfied simultaneously by at least one particular class of functions as shown below.
B. Radial Basis Functions
Radial basis functions are extensively used to implement algebraic mappings that interpolate and/or generalize a finite set of samples [7] , [8] . The nonlinearities possess the localization property [9] , which makes the network sensitive only to particular regions of the input space. The centers and widths of high-sensitivity regions are expressed explicitly as network parameters. Hence, the RBF network design problem can be cast directly in the input space by shaping the regions according to data distribution. Encoding the sample features as network-specific quantities, which is often tackled in MLP design, is not needed. We make use of this property of RBF networks to represent the prototypes in the design of our neurodynamical NNC. However, instead of the regression capability of RBF networks, carefully studied in statistical learning literature, we are interested here in evaluating their input-output function as an energy form for dynamical NNCs.
An admissible RBF ( ) : R'l ,-R+ possesses the following three attributes: 1) () is continuous and bounded.
2) () attains its unique maximum at a point c c R'l, called center.
3) limllx CII-400 (x) = 0.
Note that, such a ( ) discriminates the points within a vicinity VD of c from others by returning a higher value. The width of D is usually parameterized in the expression of () as in the case of the most popular RBF, the Gauss function (x)=exp( Iix C11) (2) where y > 0 is the width parameter2. Hereinafter we will assume this form for ( ) and maintain the design based on Gaussian RBF, though the arguments in the sequel could be derived in a similar way for any other admissible RBF as well.
A single RBF ( ) centered at c is viewed here as a continuous function to be maximized by the gradient system
2The width of a Gauss curve has been traditionally denoted by the standard deviation, equal to /5 in (2). For conciseness of the notation, we prefer parameterizing it merely bywy. 344 (3) 
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This relation guarantees that the continuous-time system (4) is globally convergent, due to Lyapunov's indirect method [10] , and its fixed points are the extremum points of (5).
In light of the discussion of Section Il-A, the qualitative performance of (4) as an NNC is dependent upon the degree to which (5) fits the design constraints.
In [ I1], we account for the impact of the width parameters Iyi,... ,a e, the only adjustable parameters of the proposed model, on the qualitative properties of the dynamical system (4) . It is shown in [11] The unit-hypercube as a state-space has nice features, among them it offers a clearer analysis and a canonical implementation. Therefore, without loss of generality, we focus on the transformed classification problem by assuming that M E [0, 1] .
E. Gradient Network Model
In this subsection, we outline the neural network model of the proposed system (4). Its key component is the RBF network model, shown in Figure 1 .
We begin by rearranging the state representation (4) as
and focus on realizing the right-hand side by an algebraic neural network. In the direct realization scheme adopted here, the network has the feedforward path and the feedback provided via n integrators. Note that the form (6) requires one straight and n weighted summations of the RBFs, which could be achieved by an RBF 345 llx(t) ei 11 2, Figure 2 .
Multiplication of variables is in general an expensive task in neural-like architectures within the conventional and widelyaccepted McCullogh-Pitts model [12] , which assumes a neuron to be a computational unit capable of summing its weighted inputs, and then passing the result through a simple nonlinearity. It is not possible in general to fit the fundamental arithmetic operation of multiplication within this scheme. Fortunately, the bounded state-space of the classifier, as shown by Corollary 1, together with the upper bound rn on the sum of RBFs, constitute a particular case that allows a simple and efficient neural network realization of the multiplier blocks in Figure  2 .
To achieve multiplication of two arbitrary scalar variables a, b C [0,1], we consider the two-layer perceptron network shown in Figure 3 , which utilizes four sigmoidal nodes and a linear one. The activation functions of the first layer nodes are all tanh( ). To determine the parameters of this subnetwork to perform multiplication, we generated the training set Table 1 (to be evaluated for rn = 1 for now), yielding a mean-square error of less than 10 8 on S. Since S represents the input space [0,1]2 effectively enough, having obtained such a small training error, we conclude that the proposed MLP network realizes successfully a b.
Due to Corollary 1, each state variable is constrained within [0, 1] along the classification, so can be applied directly as an input to the resulting MLP network to be multiplied with the other operand. However, the sum of m Gaussians (the node labelled by s in Figure 2 ) is in general not within this Table 1 . With these parameters, the resulting MLP could replace the multiplier blocks in Figure 2 . As a result, the overall model proposed to realize (4) employs a hybrid of one RBF and n MLP networks on the feedforward path to implement the right-hand side of (4), plus n integrator blocks on the feedback path to provide dynamics. The number of RBF nodes in the first layer equals the cardinality of Al. This provides the key feature of the model, namely a structure adaptive to the given prototypes, as discussed in the introduction. Also note that the centers and the columns of the weight matrix C are set directly to the given prototypes. This reduces the burden of adding a new prototype to the existing fixed points (i.e. memorizing) to incorporating merely a new RBF node and augmenting C by the new prototype. without requiring any computations. Similarly, removing (or forgetting) an existing prototype can be directly achieved by removing the associated RBF node and its connections. The only tunable parameter of the n identical MLP subnetworks is m, the number of prototypes. Then the sole scalar parameter to be adjusted by the designer is -Y to improve the classification performance, as explained in [11] and summarized above.
Since the considered state equation (6) implements a gradient system. the convergence speed of the proposed model is dependent on the magnitude of VE( ) along the trajectory followed. The convergence time of the system is expected to worsen in general as the width parameter 'y decreases, because the energy landscape turns out to be almost flat on the entire state space. but in the vicinity of the prototypes. This problem could be circumvented by scaling the right hand side of (6) by a large-positive constant. We omit this extension here, under which the reasoning above about the qualitative features of the model would still be valid.
We finally note that the proposed neurodynamic model does compute the distances from the current state vector to the prototypes.4 but still performs no comparisons to evaluate (1), differing itself from the straightforward NNC.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section. we present the application of the neurodynamical NNC on gray-scale image reconstruction.
To simulate the continuous-time system (4) on a digital computer, we used the MATLAB' ODE Toolbox function ode23s [14] . This numerical solver implements a modified version of Rosenbrock method, a generalization of Runge-Kutta discretization, and is specialized in ordinary stiff differential equations, such as (4) with a small -y. In this experiment, we used the four 64-level 512 512 gray-scale images shown in Figure 4 . To process these images by our dynamical NNC, which operates within the unithypercube, we represented them with 4 matrices by mapping linearly each pixel intensity to the interval 10,11. where 0 denotes the black level and 1 denotes the white one.
Using these matrices, we generated the prototype sets The corrupted images are shown on the first row of Figure  5 . Each corrupted image was segmented into their columns and each column was applied to the corresponding NNC as the initial condition. The entries of resulting vectors were then quantized to 64 gray levels between 0 and 1, and combined finally in a matrix for interpretation. The results shown on the second row of Figure 5 were obtained. This experiment shows that the proposed model was successful in the classification task on non-binary patterns.
IV. CONCLUSIONS We have presented a novel continuous-time neurodynamical model that performs nearest neighbor classification on the continuous pattern space [0, 1]n. The design procedure proposed for the model imposes no restriction on prototypes due to the adaptive structure of RBF network to the cardinality of M. The prototypes are represented explicitly as network parameters (weights and thresholds), so the given information needs not be encoded in the system. Moreover, this representation ensures localized parameters in the dynamical model associated to each fixed point so that a prototype can be added. removed, or modified independently. i.e. without affecting the 5The salt-and-pepper noise is known as one of the most challenging corruption types for image processing systems. parameters associated to rest of the fixed points. Although the network calculates all distances from the current state vector to prototypes. the convergence to the nearest one is guaranteed for each initial state vector without comparisons along the autonomous process. The only network parameter influencing the classification accuracy of the proposed NNC is the width parameter 'y of the Gaussian RBFs used in the design. We have also demonstrated the classification performance of the model on a gray-scale image processing application. The results show that the model implements the association map (1) almost perfectly, so it qualifies as a neurodynamic NNC.
